Digital Society Concepts

CHANGE

Is progress inevitable?

TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION

1900 1950 2000 2050

IDENTITY

Do I have an identity?

Digital identity

POWER

How does media circulate?

SPACE

Do physical borders still have meaning?

SYSTEMS

Are digital systems distinct from social systems?

VALUES AND ETHICS

Do I have ethics?

Can there be a universal system of digital ethics?

Right

Wrong
Conceptual Understanding in Business Management

**Change**
- Idea
- Plan
- Change
- Feedback
- Focus Group
- New Idea

**Creativity**
- Thinking
- Out of the Box
- New Plans
- Greater Success

**Ethics**
- Avoiding
- Pollution
- Slave Labour
- Business Image
- Customer Loyalty

**Sustainability**
- Replanting
- Fishing Quotas
- Carpooling
- Eliminate Plastic Bags
- Remote Work
Conceptual Understanding in DP Economics

Economics

Economic Well-Being

Interdependence

Equity

Efficiency

Change

Scarcity

Choice

Sustainability

Intervention
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SCALE

PLACE

PROCESS

POWER

POSSIBILITY

SPATIAL INTERACTION